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Annual General Meeting (AGM) – Minutes 

Wednesday 27th November 2019, 11am – 2 pm 
ARCC, CVA Resource Centre, 82 London Road, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 2TB 

 

   
  

1. Opening  

 

a. A short introductory promotional video was shown showed before the start of the formal 

AGM to the audience showcasing the work and achievements of the organisation over the past 

twenty years.  This was received very well by all in attendance and received a huge round of 

applause.    

 

2. Welcome  

 

a. The CEO of ARCC Ima Miah welcomed everyone to the AGM. She greeted all the dignitaries, 

guests, colleagues and friends. Ima went through the housekeeping.  

 

b. Ima went through the agenda items and introduced the guest speakers and requested the Vice-

Chair of ARCC Bushra Ahmed to give her welcome address. 

3. Vice Chair’s Address 
 
a. In her opening remarks Bushra Ahmed the Vice-Chair mentioned that ARCC was established in 

1999 by a group of likeminded community people, founding members included the current 
Mayor of Croydon Cllr. Humayun Kabir, with the support of the Council, MP’s and local 
Councillors of the time.   
 

b. She mentioned that shorty after that ARCC became a vital part of the infrastructure of Croydon 
representing around 19% of the population. 

 
c. Fast forwarding to 2019 Bushra mentioned that ARCC is celebrating it’s 20th anniversary, and 

she was proud to say ARCC has been behind some ground breaking achievements in terms of 
growth, partnership and leadership. So much so that ARCC was quoted in the Runny Mead race 
equality card report and quoted that “The Asian Resource Centre went beyond thinking about 
its original organisation and thought big. As part of this vision, the ARCC brought in 19 
additional groups/programmes and presented this in a very strong bid to the Community Fund. 
The vision, partnership and quality of the bid meant that the Asian Resource Centre was 
successful in tripling the size of its previous grant.” 

 
d. Bushra mentioned that one of the fundamental values of the organisation is to help those who 

are the most needy and worst of in society. Poverty and ethnicity in the UK review found that 
all identified minority ethnic groups had higher rates of poverty than the average for the 
population. Rates of poverty were highest for Bangladeshis, Pakistanis and Black Africans, 
reaching nearly two thirds for Bangladeshis. Rates of poverty were also higher for those living 
in Indian, Chinese and other minority ethnic group households. 
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e. To celebrate all the achievements ARCC has made and indeed our 20th anniversary we are 
planning big Gala celebration to bring together everyone who is connected to ARCC’s journey 
and give an opportunity for new members to join the family in a typically grand and sparkling 
ARCC fashion.  She mentioned that further details will be sent out to everyone in the New Year 
about this and we look forward to receiving everyone’s support.  

 
f. Bushra concluded by thanking everyone present and for taking the time to listen to her.  She 

especially thanked the Mayor of Croydon for being in attendance and all our other invited 
guests, dignitaries and members.  

 
4. Solo Performance 

 

a. Roger Samuels from The Voice UK gave a solo performance and sang one of the songs from his 

latest cover and entertained the audience.   

 

4. Chair’s address 

 

a. The Chair of ARCC Mr. Raghu Shetty welcomed everyone to the AGM, he especially thanked 
The Mayor of Croydon Cllr. Humayun Kabir, all dignitaries and members the of ARCC 
community to the 2018/19 AGM. 
 

b. The Chair mentioned that it had been a wonderful year of hard work and big rewards for the 
organisation over the past twelve months and we are now officially an award winning charity in 
London recognised at the London Asian Business Award.  

 

c. The Chair mentioned that as was mentioned earlier it is also ARCC’s 20th year celebration in the 
pipeline and we have big plans to match the occasion. 

 

d. Since the appointment of our new CEO the charity has grown multiple folds and has gone from 
strength to strength with over 10,000 interventions a year as a Local infrastructure and service 
delivery charity.  

 

e. Raghu mentioned that ARCC exists to give support to local voluntary and community groups, 
foster contacts between them and provide them with a voice. 

 

f. The emphasised that our vision for the sector is to create a vibrant and sustainable voluntary 
and community sector where Equality, Empathy, Excellence and Empowerment is at the heart 
of decision making and service delivery. 

 

g. We are passionate about influencing policy through getting minority voices heard and 
supporting people who are at the margins of society and ARCC is bringing innovative solution 
and a fresh approach to community leadership. 

 

h. The Chair thanked all the staff, volunteers, trustees, board members, for all the hard work they 
put in to make ARCC a leading charity in the borough of Croydon.  

 

i. He especially thanked all the funders and partners for their support and resources that give us 
the reach that we have.   

 

j. In closing the Chair thanked all the members of the community and our service users for their 
support and attendance at all our meetings, projects and events.   
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5. Mayor of Croydon  
 

a. Cllr. Humayun Kabir the current Mayor of Croydon said that he was so delighted to be at the 
ARCC AGM and said that he very much felt at home with so many friends and colleagues that 
he has had long standing association with at ARCC.  
 

b. The Mayor mentioned that his personal journey is very similar to the journey of ARCC when he 
first arrived in the country and Croydon forty years ago.  

 
c. He said he spent his first seven years in establishing his business and after that he recognised 

the need for having a community organisation as he was seeing so many individuals with many 
different needs in accessing basic services, however due to language barriers they were unable 
to directly access any of these services. He said he first started by setting up an organisation 
from the Bangladeshi community and the organisation flourished by bringing together like 
minded individuals with a view of providing support to the community. 

 
d. The Mayor mentioned that after about twenty years of being in Croydon the needs of the 

community was changing and he was invited to a meeting at the Council with a view of setting 
up an umbrella organisation for the Asian Communities due to the number of different Asian 
groups operating in the Borough. He said after many consultations with the Asian Communities 
and the Council it as decided to setup Asian Resource Centre of Croydon back in 1999 and he 
was proud of being a founding member of the organisation. 

 
e. The Mayor mentioned that after 20 years of delivery ARCC had changed the landscape of 

Croydon and has achieved incredible milestones in the Borough as a local infrastructure 
organisation.  He mentioned that not only does ARCC have a reach at grass roots level they now 
have a voice at a strategic level in the Borough in influencing policy and this was something to 
be very proud of.  

 
f. He thanked everyone involved in the organisations journey and said his vison and the 

organisations vision has always been to establish a resource centre for the community and with 
the support of local businesses and community he feels this vision can be fulfilled very soon.  

 
g. The Mayor tanked everyone once again for inviting him and said he would continue to support 

the organisation in its future development.         
 

6. Mentimeter Interactive Survey  
 

a. The audience took part in an interactive live online survey via Mentimeter and were asked to 
choose three that best describes ARCC.  The top answers were Welcoming, Community, 
Friendly Supportive, helpful & Voice.  
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7. Minutes of the Last AGM 

 
a. The Chair Mr Raghu Shetty went through the minutes of the last AGM.  Members were given 

the opportunity to ask any questions on the content of the minutes before adoption.  The 

members present raised no objection and the minutes were proposed by Jay Patel and this was 

seconded by Satish Bowery.  The minutes were approved and adopted by the AGM 

unanimously.   

8. Secretary’s Report 
 

a. The Secretary Dilly Surelia thanked all distinguished guests and dignitaries for attending ARCC’s 
AGM. 

 
b. The Secretary mentioned that as ARCC comes to the closure of yet another productive year at, 

2018/19 proved to be both an exciting yet challenging year for all of us.  
 

c. She mentioned ARCC had implemented new policies and ways of working to ensure the 
organisation met any key governance issue that were faced. Before reporting on ARCC’s 
progress, Dilly mentioned some of the events around the world that affect us all.  

 
d. She said whether your focus was on the severe floods affected the south Indian state Kerala, 

the 2.3 million Venezuelans that fled the country; the faces of abnormally thin Yemeni children 
or the humanitarian crises in Rohingya, Central African Republic, Congo, Syria, and South 
Sudan. 

 
e. It seems the struggles and toils of the human race are getting more challenging, complicated 

and distressing. Even in the UK where we have so much to celebrate, new technology, scientific 
discoveries  human rights, education, etc. it seems like challenges are rife, food banks, child 
poverty, youth violence and social isolation to name a few. 

 
f. Dilly said it is at these troubling times that the voluntary sector shines and comes to the rescue. 

The work ARCC does is much needed and relevant. The demand for our services is increasing 
and the impact of the work is showing. 

 
g. ARCC has had a productive year with new projects starting, new members joining the family 

and new partnerships being formed.  
 

h. Dilly said our gratitude and appreciation to all those who have worked hard to make the 
organisation successful, all those who have attended our services and all those who cared to 
take an interest in what we are doing. Of course, not forgetting, those who funded us and 
enabled the good work to be carried out. 

 
i. Dilly mentioned that the Annual Report had been online for everyone to view for the past week 

and we had some printed copies available on the tables to read today.   
 

j. She asked the meeting for the adoption of the annual report.  This was proposed by Ashtaq 
Arain and seconded by Marzia Jetta.     

 
9. Treasurer’s Report  

 
a. ARCC Treasurer, Rumel Jahur presented the Annual Accounts for the year ending 31st March 

2019.   
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b. He gave a presentation of the summary of income and expenditure for the financial year and 
said the full accounts were available to review online on our website for the past few weeks 
and will also be available on the Charity Commission portal after the AGM. 

 
c. ARCC financial statements show that the total income for the year was £358,488 with total 

expenditure at £303,384. He went through the breakdown on the income and mentioned the 
names of the different funders and amount received from each of them.   

 

d. The Treasurer also went through the breakdown of the expenditure, which were divided in to 
management/admin, charitable activities, general admin support, governance and project 
delivery.    

 
e. He showed an income comparison chart for the past 10 years, which indicated the growth of 

the organisation in that period.  He mentioned that when he first took over as Treasurer the 
income of the organisation was at its lowest and over the past four years the growth had been 
clear for all to see.  

 
f. The Treasurer also went through some of the future funding streams that had been secured by 

the organisation including funds from the Council, Local Trust & Lottery.   
 

g. After going through the annual accounts, he requested the meeting to approve and adopted 
the accounts for the year 2018/2019.  Bushra Ahmed proposed and this was seconded by Jay 
Patel.   

 
h. He also requested to adopt the Independent Examiner Beg Williamson & Co and said that they 

had been preparing our accounts for a few years now and have done an excellent job.  Ashtaq 
Arain proposed and this was seconded by Jay Patel.  

 

10. Leader of the Council, Cllr. Tony Newman  
 

a. Cllr. Tony Newman spoke about the core values of the organisation and of the Council as 
hugely important and how they matter immensely to so many people.  He spoke about ARCC’s 
motto of “One Voice” and how Croydon as a borough very much celebrates its diversity as one 
community.  He said it was more important than ever before for us all to work tighter with all 
the challenges that we face a country.   
 

b.  The leader praised ARCC and said the work the organisation does is hugely important than 
ever before with the different projects and services the organisation runs for the benefit of the 
community and the organisation doing great work in the Borough in serving the local needs.  

 
c. He mentioned ARCC reflects/celebrates diversity of the borough and when it comes to playing 

an active part in voluntary activities Croydon is leading the way and ARCC was a great example 
of that. 

 
d. He wished the organisation all the best and thanked everyone for inviting his to say a few words.  

 
11. Cllr. Patsy Cummings  

 
a. Cllr. Patsy Cummings said was proud to be the BAME (Black Asian Minority & Ethnic) champion 

for the borough of Croydon.  She said Croydon was 51.7% BAME, which meant that the 
minority was the majority in Croydon.  
 

b. She said she was proud of the diversity in the borough.  She mentioned that there are 400,000 
residents in the borough with the largest number of young people.   
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c. She said ARCC is doing a brilliant work and she as proud to be representing everyone in the 
room today as the BAME Champion and valued all the work being done by the organisation. 

 
 
 

12. Organisational Update & Future Plan 
 

a. Ima Miah, CEO of ARCC mentioned that an AGM in her opinion is not only a legal requirement 
by the Charities commission and the principle forum for directors to account to stakeholders 
for their stewardship of the Charity but it also an opportunity for us to report back to the 
community on what we have achieved over the past year and our future plans. 
 

b. Ima said on an operational level over the past year this year has been fast moving but 
productive and challenging but rewarding at the same time. 

 
c. She mentioned that during the past year we saw the end of our employment and training 

programme but saw the beginning of many new projects and partnerships. Such as our CCDP 
(Croydon Community Development Partnership), our community Food Club, Shared Reading 
and Sewing Sessions.  

 
d. The impact on the organisation from the increased funding, our membership has increased, our 

social media following has increased our programmes and participant numbers have increased. 
 

e. Ima said our service delivery arm is shaping up nicely with an impressive 10,000 interventions a 
year. Our service design has meant that thousands of Croydonians can receive a joined up, 
multi partnership and culturally sensitive service like never before.  Ima said although ARCC has 
traditionally remained an infrastructure group in Croydon supporting the Asian VCS.   

 
f. The organisation is stepping up to the newest challenges of funding cuts, political uncertainty 

and the divisive “B” (Brexit) word. 
 

g. ARCC has always supported other organisations in fundraising, governance, monitoring and 
evaluation and other capacity building.  

 
h. This year we decided to expand our service delivery and deliver projects ourselves yet retain 

our core infrastructure work.    
 

i. This was done by designing an outcome based programme and commissioned 15 partners to 
deliver some of the outcomes and retained some of the projects to be delivered by ARCC. In 
this way we could ensure that we all had a common goal to achieve and we were in it together 
as partners.  

 
j. ARCC still continues to develop and support our partners by adopting approaches such as ABCD 

(Asset Based Community Development), family welfare navigators and asset mapping.  
 

k. Ima said looking forward looking forward we have set several priorities, including; to sustain 
our Current levels of delivery and staff, to forge new partnerships, to diversify our income and 
to find a new premises that we can use to house our projects and generate income to sustain 
our core.  

 
l. At this point in the meeting Ima gave a presentation on ARCC’s Mission, Vision and Values for 

those new to our services. 
 

m. Ima thanked everyone and who engage with us and said we are always receiving such excellent 
feedback that it motivates the team to work harder and do more for the community.  
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n. Ima tanked all the trustees of their support and encouragement and all staff team and 
volunteers without whom she said none of this could or would happen.  

 
13. Guest Speaker – Suleman Raza | CEO, Grand Sapphire 

 
a. Suleman Raza thanked ARCC for the amazing work that is happening in the community.  He said 

he is aware of all the work that is being delivered by the organisation and commended the 
leadership.  
 

b. Suleman Raza spoke about his journey to the UK and how he had achieved the successes in 
business.  He said he came to the UK in 1999 as a 17 year old with no friends or relatives.  He 
initially worked as a butcher in the cold room and later worked at a restaurant as a porter and 
then as a chef.  He always had a passion to start his own restaurant.   

 
c. In 2003 he opened his first restaurant in Tooting, which he slowly started to expand due to the 

demand.  Soon he realised that the catering business and the events industry was a huge 
business opportunity.  

 
d. After catering for events he realised that in order to expand the business a large venue was 

needed and after looking around he came across the industrial area in Croydon, which was 
pretty run down.  The idea came about to start a large banqueting and hotel venue and after 
facing many challenges and applications being refused he finally got the go ahead to build, 
which took four years to complete.  

 
e. He said they recently won the best wedding venue in London, which is the highest award a 

venue can get and they are so proud of this achievement in terms of creating something so 
amazing out of nothing.   

 
f. They have been hosting many main stream events with a capacity of up to 1,500 people and as 

a result they have become very popular.  
 

g. Suleman Raza said their role in the community has always been an important one and have 
number of restaurants across the country and work closely with number of charities.  He said 
when he came to the UK he came with nothing and now feels he has to give back to the 
community for all the support he has personally received.   

 
h. He said the work many community organisations like ARCC do in the community are some vital 

and it’s important for businesses like his to be working closely with these groups as it brings 
harmony and only by everyone working together can we truly succeed. 

 
i. He spoke about The Royal Navy recruitment event that they are holding soon to encourage 

youth from the Asian community to get involved in the Army by exploring the different 
opportunities.  

 
j. Suleman Raza finally thanked ARCC for the invitation and briefly speak about his journey and 

wished ARCC all the best.                    
 

14. Appointment of New ARCC Board Members 
 

a. Mamun Khan, ARCC Project Monitoring & Finance Manager mentioned that over the past year 

ARCC had been going through a recruitment drive to take on new board members due to 

number of people moving on.  

 

b. He said that following the recruitment process, which consisted of screening initially the CV’s 

and moving on to an application process along with panel interviews we had number of 

candidates that applied for the role to join the ARCC Board. 
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c. Mamun said in total we had taken on three new trustees, 4 co-opted members and 1 

ambassador.  He called out the following names and invited those present to come to the front 

and introduce themselves to the meeting: -      

 

d. 3 new Trustees/Directors: -  

1. Dr Suraj Paudel 

2. Sophia Moreau 

3. Ash Balakrishnan 

 

e. 4 Co-opted Members: -  

1. Siddiqa Chowdry 

2. Shahdat Husain 

3. Bhupinder Bhardwaj 

4. Dimple Siddhapura 

 

f. 1 Ambassador: -  

1. Mohammed Zaman 

 

15. BLBG (Big Local Broad Green) Presentation: 

a. Catrina Lynch (Project Coordinator) and Richard Tait (Hub Officer) explained that BLBG is a 
resident led group with funding of £1 million over 10 years from the Lottery to make the area a 
better place to live and work by leaving a legacy, creating a stronger economy and delivering 
projects in the areas of health and well-being, working with vulnerable people and creating a 
united community amongst other themes. 
 

b. They spoke about ARCC being the LTO (Locally Trusted Organisation) and the support BLBG 
receives from the organisation.  

 
c. They both highlighted the amazing work being done at The Hub Broad Green and highlighted 

some of the events/activates that have been held since it opened in June.      
   

16. Happy Birthday & Raffle Prize 
 

a. Celebrated Birthdays for the members born in November. 
 

b. Raffle Prize for the evening was distributed to the winners.  
 

17. Any Other Business & Closing Remarks 
 
a. The Chair thanked everyone for attending the AGM and closed the meeting accordingly.  

 
18. Solo performance 
 

a. Roger Samuel closed the AGM with another solo performance by entertaining the audience.  
 

 


